A
Prickly
Tale

by Bob Armstrong and Marge Hermans
from Southeast Alaska's Natural Wonders

On a drizzly morning in
May a five-year-old female porcupine

gives birth in the hollow of a tree somewhere
in Southeast Alaska. Her newborn—also a
female—is about 10 inches long and weighs
about a pound. The young porcupine is quite
well developed. Her eyes are open, and tiny
teeth have already emerged. Except on her
belly, she is covered with dense black hair.
Amid the hair are soft barbless quills that
will harden and begin to provide defense
against predators within about an hour. But
for now the young porcupine is hungry. She
nurses for about 30 minutes, then curls up
and falls asleep.
For several weeks before the birth the
mother porcupine has been eating the newly
emerging vegetation of spring—salmon-
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berry shoots, violets, marsh marigold,
horsetails, and twisted stalk. Already she is
regaining some of the weight she lost during winter, when she lived on the needles
of Sitka spruce and inner bark of hemlock
trees—less nourishing and more difficult to
digest than the foods available in summer.
She has been pregnant for 217 days
(about seven months), since mating with
a large male in October. She will nurse her
newborn for three and one-half months,
until mid- or late August, while the youngster
gradually learns to find and select nutritious
leaves and other vegetation on her own. Female porcupines produce a single offspring
nearly every year, and they invest considerable time and effort to bring a youngster to
maturity.

This porcupine, with its
aura of bright quills,
was photographed in
the subalpine area
of Mt. Roberts near
Juneau.

In summer porcupines
often climb willows to
feed on fresh, young
leaves.
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black with long, single guard hairs that stick
out past the rest of the pelt. Amid the fur lie
an estimated 30,000 quills—dangerous white
needles with black tips. They protect every
part of her body except the underparts,
muzzle, and ears. Even if some are expelled
against a predator, they will grow back in a
matter of days.
Today it is the quills themselves that
have attracted potential predators. Two
women have spotted the porcupine in the
tree and hope to gather quills to make jewelry. As they scramble through the brush
to the base of the small tree, the porcupine
hunches against the branch. Her quills spring
up and fan out, their barbed tips pointing in
every direction. She shivers, then closes her
jaws, and her teeth make a chattering sound;
she emits a strongly repellent smell.
Still, one of the women begins to climb
the flimsy tree, reaching toward the porky
with a long-handled broom wrapped with a
towel. Branches sway precariously, and the
porky shifts her weight, balancing with her
broad, club-shaped tail. The woman gets
closer.
Whomp! Before the broom can touch
Early July
her, the porcupine flings her tail to the side
In the full flush of summer, the female and delivers a powerful blow. The shrub
porcupine has climbed about 10 feet up into sways back and forth wildly, and the startled
a gangly Sitka alder shrub. She is stripping woman slips and falls several feet to the
leaves from its outermost branches. Her ground.
daughter, not yet able to climb trees very
“Yikes, what a whap! Who’d think a
well, is hiding in a tangle of brush a short
little guy like that would be so strong?” she
distance away.
says to her companion. She looks at the 30
The adult female clings to the narrow to 40 quills embedded in the towel-covered
branch, holding tight with her strong thigh broom. “I think this’d better be enough.
muscles. She reaches her forepaws toward We’ll really be in trouble if that thing falls
the outermost branch tip and strips its leaves down on us!”
with her long, curved claws. She seems
The women leave, and the female porcuravenous, stuffing leaves into her mouth
pine eventually lowers her quills and continand chewing furiously. She’s harvesting the
ues feeding. Toward evening she will climb
newest and some of the tastiest and most
down to be reunited with her daughter. They
nutritious growth on the tree.
are constant companions now, but gradually
The female’s fur is thick and brownish- they will become less so. By October, her

trees stand out from the others because
of their odd, sparse silhouettes. In the top
third of the trees, many branches are lacking
needles and lateral twigs. The uppermost
branches are virtually naked. Amid their
lush neighbors, these trees look like bottle
brushes worn down from overly conscientious scrubbing.
The cause of their distress—the female
porcupine—has returned for a second year
of feeding in the trees. Against the bright
backdrop of a winter sky she is a dark lump
that moves slowly up and down the tree. She
has spread all four limbs around the trunk,
using all the special features porcupines have
developed for climbing. Her sharp claws dig
into the bark, and the nubby, rubbery surfaces of her palms and the soles of her feet
create friction for grasping the trunk.
daughter will be capable of climbing and
She uses her tail as a brace. When she
feeding herself, and she’ll probably wander is climbing up, she uses the stiff, backwardoff on her own.
pointing bristles on its underside to keep
from sliding down. When she is climbing
Mid-October
down, she can lift the tail then lower it at
The adult female, approaching estrus,
each claw-hold to test the way below. Her
is leaving a scent trail wherever she goes.
belly, unquilled, slides easily against the trunk
That has attracted three males as suitors,
as she moves, and her unfurred soles and
and they fight among themselves to win her
palms allow her to feel the contours of the
affections. Their combat is vicious. Even the
tree as she navigates.
large, winning male ends up bedraggled and
carrying several of his rivals’ quills.
The female waddles into dense underbrush, and the winning male pursues her in
earnest. Whenever he approaches too close,
she howls, making a sound like a cat yowling
or a baby crying. She has complete control
over this prickly courtship, and will move her
heavily quilled tail to allow intimate contact
only when she is ready for mating.

January

Back from the mouth of a river, overlooking half-frozen sloughs and tidal flats
that spread out for half a mile, clusters of
tall Sitka spruce and western hemlock line
the steep bank. Two medium-sized spruce
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Porcupines at lower
elevations may feed on
beach greens and other
coastal vegetation.

(Below) Porcupines
in Southeast Alaska
are quite active during
winter. Though they
may shelter in dens
during heavy snow or
cold spells, they come
out regularly, leaving
footprints and traces
of their swishing tails
in the snow.

In winter porcupines
feed on the needles and
cambium of spruce
trees.
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On the trunk the female strips off slices
of bark, using at first the four curved incisors at the front of her mouth. These sharp
teeth, covered with bright orange enamel
that hardens them, are continually sharpened
by scraping and their movement against each
other. They grow continuously from deep
inside the porcupine’s jaws. The porcupine
can actually close her lips behind them while
rasping off tough outer bark from the tree,
which she will not eat. She is instead after
the tender inner bark, which she will take
into her mouth, grind with her cheek teeth,
then swallow. Special bacteria in her gut
will help with the long, difficult process of
digesting her food.
The female also ventures out onto
branches, attracted by needles and the thin
bark on young twigs. But she weighs 14
pounds, and as she moves farther and farther
from the trunk, the smaller branches bend
precariously, waving up and down from the
weight of her body.
As if this is not frightening enough, at
one point she stretches from one slender
branch to the one above it, perhaps trying to
save the effort of crawling all the way back
to the trunk. Her whole body tips and sways
as she grasps the upper branch with first one
forepaw and then the other. But once she
gets that far she cannot seem to let go with
her two back legs. When she finally does,
she dangles by her front legs, and hangs,
swinging, with all four legs wrapped around
the slender top branch.
The female may indeed be in a position
as tenuous as it looks. Porcupines often fall,
sometimes with dire results. Researcher Uldis
Roze found porcupines in New York state
with evidence of cracked skulls, fractured
legs, and cracked hips, all apparently from
falls. When he studied museum specimens to
check for evidence of falls, he found more

than a third of the specimens showed healed
fractures, some of which surely disabled
their victims, at least to some extent.
But this time the female does not fall.
She painstakingly jimmies herself back toward the trunk where the branch is more
stable.
Meanwhile, the pale winter sun reveals a
second porcupine, smaller, in a nearby tree,
but nowhere near as high up as the female
is. Apparently her daughter did not move as
far from her mother as we had thought. She
is still less than a year old; yet despite their
proximity she’s the porcupine equivalent of
“grown up,” and she’s on her own.

Porcupines, People, and Forests
One characteristic of porcupines often brings them into confrontations with
humans. That is their lust for salt.
Like other herbivores, porcupines
seldom get adequate sodium from their
purely vegetarian diet. Yet sodium is essential to the functioning of nerve and
muscle cells.That’s why, especially in spring,

the numbers of road-killed porcupines
along near-city highways dramatically
escalate, and porcupines often approach
homes, camping areas, and other human
habitations, particularly at night.
As some unhappy homeowners and
campers have discovered, porcupines
crave salt so strongly they will gnaw on
plywood (which is cured with sodium
nitrate), axe and other tool handles impregnated with sweat, pack straps, hiking
boots, painted signs, and even the rubber
hoses on vehicles.
Porcupines (like moose) are attracted
by leaves of the yellow pond-lily, which are
unusually high in sodium. As they pursue
the crucial mineral, you may see them
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nibbling pond-lily leaves along the borders
of waterways, or swimming, buoyed by their
quills, to reach the plants.They may also chew
at sandy, mineral-rich soil along river banks or
roadsides.
In our own back yards, some of us have
suffered the effects of porcupines feeding on
trees and shrubs. The animals also can have
potentially far-reaching effects on the forest.
For example, according to Gustavus naturalist
Greg Streveler, who has conducted several
environmental impact studies around Juneau:
Porcupines in the Juneau area from
Thane to Salmon Creek are undergoing a major irruption. . . . A considerable
portion of hemlock trees are chewed at
the butt.
We estimate that more chewing has occurred during the last five to ten years
than during the entire previous century....
Numerous trees, including many ancient
ones, are extensively debarked at the
base. A likely result
will be basal rot
and consequently
greatly increased
wind-throw susceptibility in future
decades.
What changes
may occur over time
are not clear, but we
do know that our
prickly neighbors are
an integral part of
the forests and the
natural processes that
surround us.

(Left) Porcupines
often visit human
habitations in
search of salt.
(Below) Evidence of
porcupine chewing
on the base of a
hemlock tree along a
trail in Juneau. The
dark areas without
bark, below and
to the right in the
photo, are evidence
of old chewings. The
large light patch
at the center would
have been made
recently. Note the
grooves made by the
porcupine’s incisors.

